
TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC PAY ORDER VALUE AND PAYMENT 

A TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC PAY ORDER is paid using 50% of profits from a commercial buy/sell transaction. 

The value of a PAY ORDER is determined by the difference between the value at which TEXAS 

HOLDINGS, INC negotiates to sell a product or service provided by a SUPPLIER contracted with TEXAS 

HOLDINGS, INC to the BUYER stipulated on the PAY ORDER and the price that TEXAS HOLDINGS INC is to 

pay the SUPPLIER, coupled with the ability of the BUYER to provide payment. 

If the BUYER is HOWSE SERVICES INC, capability may be determined by reviewing values of assets shown 

in DOCS in THIBMART in www.change2100.com 

Payment may be provided by HOWSE reselling the items purchased through TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC to 

another entity and using proceeds to pay TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC 

And/or, payment may be provided by HOWSE negotiating to obtain funds using its assets shown in 

DOCS. 

Thus, to use a PAY ORDER to exchange value you may have anywhere and in any mode to a deposit of 

equal value in coordinates that you may select, you should expect to coordinate with the other 

members of the PAY ORDER TEAM, which are as designated in the publication of that name in 

DIRECTORY in www.change2100.com, to arrange for resell by HOWSE and/or to generate funds using 

HOWSE assets. 

If, for whatever reason, you are not “up to” cooperating as indicated, then using a PAY ORDER to 

achieve an exchange objective may not be for you. 

Before making a decision to use a PAY ORDER, although it is not the only way payment may be obtained. 

It is recommendable that you review NOTICE TO PAY ORDER BENEFICIARIES in GET THINGS DONE in 

www.change2100.com and consult with a TEXAS HOLDINGS, INC BUSINESS MART CALL CENTER to 

formulate an EXECUTION PLAN that you are comfortable with and confident in! 

To be assigned a CENTER please send an email to centerassign@change2100.com 
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